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Abstract
m ,

i The effects of ionization and charge exchange on the linear stability of drift-tearing
o

modes are analytically investigated. In particular, the linear instability threshold ATh , produced

by ion sound wave coupling [Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 1500 (1978)] is modified. In the strongly

collisional regime, the ionization breaks up the near cancellation of the perturbed electric field

and the pressure gradient along the magnetic field, and increases the threshold. In the

semi-collisional regime, both ionization and charge exchange act as drag on the ion parallel

velocity [Phys. Fluids B 4, 2567 (1992)], and consequently decrease the threshold by

reducing the effectiveness of ion sound wave propagation.
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I. Introduction

The L to H transitions in tokamaks are usually accompanied by a change in magnetic

activity near plasma boundary. 1,2While most of the previous theoretical analyses 3-11 of low

mode number tearing instability are based upon tokamak parameters well inside the plasma

boundary, the extreme edge plasma parameters are drastically different. For instance, in a

diverted tokamak, the magnetic shear diverges to infinity as the last closed flux surface is

approached from inside. This increased magnetic shear has a significant impact on various

resistive MHD instabilities. 12lt has been also speculated that the enhanced magnetic shear at

the edge produced by current ramp down can make the L to H transition easier for Limiter

configuration plasmas. 13Other edge specific phenomena are the atomic physics processes such
l

as ionization and charge exchange. Recently, it has been shown that the ionization can

influence the stability of edge dissipative drift wave significantly in both slab 14,15 and

toroidall6 geometries.

In this paper, we investigate the instability threshold condition of low mode number

drift-tearing modes in the presence of ionization and charge exchange. Our theoretical model

consists of Braginskii equations with the aforementioned atomic physics effects. Sheared slab

geometry is considered for simplicity. We focus on the drift-tearing regime with co.e >> TH_R

(the classical tearing mode growth rate) > [_ (ionization rate), "fv(charge exchange rate).

The principal results of this paper are as follows. The drift-tearing mode dispersion

relations are derived analytically for both strongly collisional regime and semi-collisional

regime. Sound wave dynamics, ionization and charge exchange efffects are included in the

analysis. In the strongly collisional regime, ionization reduces the effective force to drive the "

parallel current, and raises the instability threshold ATh ( A' > ATh is required for instability) I

due to sound wave 17 by O(_nCa.e2/3/3'FKR5/3).This stabilizing influence persists when this
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, threshold is exceeded, and the linear growth rate is reduced by the same order. The effect of

charge exchange is small. In the semi-collisional regime, the threshold value of A' for

° instability is reduced by O((13n + yv)/(0,e). This destabilizing effect comes from the drag on

the ion parallel motion due to ionization and charge exchange which reduces the ion sound

wave effect.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the basic theoretical

model is described, and the governing equations are presented. In Sec. III, the dispersion

relations are derived in the absence of ion sound wave dynamics. The ion sound wave effects

which produce the threshold are studied in Sec. IV. Finally, the implications of the principal

results from the present studies are discussed in Sec.V.
I
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II. Theoretical Model

The basic theoretical model for the collisional drift-tearing mode can be derived from

the Braginskii fluid equations. We can include the atomic physics effects by taldng moments of

the Boltzmann equation. 16 Considering a sheared slab system with an equilibrium magnetic

field given by Bo = Bo(z + yX/Ls), we have the following set of linearized cold ion fluid

equations in terms of dimensionless variables.

ne = (CO,e/CO)_ + (k, Cs/m) Ve + (i_/_) ne (1)
u

0.51Vei(V i -Ve) - i(vTe2/Cs){k_t(ne -_ ) + (co- m,e)_} (2)
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ni = (CO,e/CO+ ps2V± 2) _ + (kliCs/co)V i + (i[3n/co)ne (3) .

V i= (ktiCs/co)ni--(Csco,e/co)_F- (iYv/co)Vi- (i[_n/co)V i (4)

-V.I.2 _g = (Cscope2/VTe2)(Vi-Ve) (5)

In deriving Eqs (1)-(5), the electron temperature fluctuation and the gradient are ignored for

simplicity. Thus, the radiative processes which couple only weakly to microtearing modes 19

through the thermal and pressure gradient along the magnetic field are also ignored. Here, Eqs.

(1) and (2) are the density continuity equations for electrons and ions, respectively. The

ionization 13n = nN<OW)ion acts as a source in both continuity equations. Equation (3) is the

Ohm's law. Equation (4) is the ion velocity equation with charge exchange Yv = nN<crV)cx

and ionization acting as drag. The Ampere's law, Eq. (5), and the quasi-neutrality condition,

ne = ni, close the system of equations. The normalization follows that of Ref. 16; i.e.,

ne = nel/n o , ni = nit/no ,Vi = Vil/C s , Ve = Velg'Cs,@ = e_/Te,_ = eAifre

Other notations are standard; i.e., VTc2 = Te/m e, Cs2 = Te/M i, Ps = Cs/f2ci, C°pe2 =

4n:noe2/me, co*e = koPsC_, Ln-t = -dlnn0/dr, and ktl= k0X/L s.

We begin the analysis by rearrranging Eqs. (1)-(5) to a form convenient for tearing mode

analysis. Combining Eqs. (I)-(2), we get the vorticity equation

V±2_ = (ki,VA2/CO)V.1.2ii#, (6)

where V A = Bo/(4n:noMi)I/2istheAlfvenvelocity.The sound wave dynamicscan be

absorbedintoEq.(2)byeliminatingV i fromF_.q.(4),
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(t_il_/co)nc - (tO,e/to)(l)= ps2V.L2_-{I+i(Tv+l]_n)/Co}-I(k,Cs2/Co2)(k,ne- CO,eP) (7)

Vi -V c can be eliminated from the Ohm's law by the use of F-xt.(5),

_rlsV±2p = i{k,(nc-._)+ (o>--co,e)_P}, (8)

where rls = 0.51Vei/ta_ 2 is the Spitzer resistivity.

To facilitate the asymptotic analysis, we write Eqs. (6)-(8) in the ballooning space

where the following quantities transform according to

#

ps2_7.l.2 = -bo(1 +$2_2), (9)

k,= -(i/qR)00. (10)

with b0 = k02ps2, and magnetic shear S = dlnq/dlnr. After eliminating • and assuming

kr2>> ko2 ( fast radial variation ), we have

(VA/qR)20002 {1+irl(oy--CO,e)-lO2 }-100(%--_) - co(_,e)O 2_ = 0, (11)

(Cs/qR)2OO{l+irl(O-O,e)-102 }-100{ (1+irloY'lO2)ne-(CO,c/CO)_}

- = -{1+i(Yv+_n)/Co}co(o>-_,e){(l-il3n/CO)nc- (co,dto-b0S202)_ }, (12)

t

where rl = l"lsk02S2. Equation (11) is the vorticity equation with the fR'st term representing the

[
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field line bending and the second term representing the ion inertia. Equation (12) is the density

evolution equation with the f'trst term describing the parallel compression due to ion sound

wave dynamics and the terms in the last bracket {... } representing the time evolution of

density, the ionization source, ExB advection of the mean density, and the polarization drift

in the order of their appearance.

III. Lowest Order Dispersion Relation

In this section, we derive the dispersion relations for both strongly collisional

drift-tearing mode and semi-collisional drift-tearing mode in the absence of the ion sound wave 0

dynamics for simplicity. We also note that the charge exchange effects do not enter in the

absence of ion sot,hd wave. However, ionization modifies the dispersion relations.

In the ideal MHD region where resistive effects are negligible, Eqs. (11) and (12)

become,

300280(ne--_) =0, (13)

DO{ne-((0,e/_)_} = 0. (14)

The large-O asymptotic behavior of the solution is

= (tO,e/t0)n e - 1 + roA'/2n2NqSO, (15)

t

where A' is the standard tearing stability parameter quantifying the magnetic free energy
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available from the equilibrium current density gradient, A' = din g/dr I+0- din qJ/dr I.0.

Here, ro is the minor-radial location of the rational surface, N is the toroidal mode number of

, the perturbation.

In the intermediate region, the resistive diffusion rate across the magnetic field line is

comparable to the mode frequency ( 1102 = _*e ), and the inertial effects are ignorable.
I

Then, Eqs. (11) and (12) simplify to

/)_02{ l+irl(or-CO,e)-lO2}-l/9_(ne---tl>) = 0, (16)

_0{ 1+irl(o>--tO,e)-tO2 }- 1_o{ (1+irl to-lO2)ne-(t.O,e/t.o)_ } = 0. (17)

l

Integration of Eqs. (16) and (17) yields

ne_.O = B1 + Bo{i1](co-tO.e)-iO - O-i}. (18)
411

i Asymptotic matching to Eq. (15) determines the integration constants. Therefore, the large-O

i asymptotic behavior of Eq. (18) isne---_ = (t.o,e/o>-l){ 1 + i roA'rlO/2gENqS(or-tO,e) }. (19)

Finally, we consider the inertial layer ( deeply resistive region ) when 110 2 >> 0>-£0, e

is satisfied. In this region, the forms of magnetic field line bending term in Eq. (11) and the

parallel compression (sound wave) term in Eq. (12) can be simplified because the disssipation

dominates reactive effects. Then, Eqs. (11) and (12) become,
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(VA/qR)2t302(ne--_) - irltoO2_ = 0, (20)

and

(Cs]qR)2002n e

= -{ l+i(Tv+13n)/to}tt_2{(I-lien/to)he - (t0.e/tO -boS2O2)_ }. (21 )

The difference in inertial layer dynamics distinguishes the semi-collisional drift-tearing modes

from the strongly collisional drift-tearing modes. In the semi-collisional regime, the currrent

channel width AD = Ls(tO,eVei)l/2/k.oVTe is narrower than the ion Larmor radius size (at the

electron temperature) Ps, and the induction field tO_ accounts for most of E, inside AD.

Therefore, the inertial layer dynamics is almost purely electromagnetic. 5 On the contrary, in the

strongly collisional regime, Ps > AD is satisfied and the electrostatic component of the parallel

electric field is significant. We consi_r the strongly collisional drift-tearing modes fast.

A. Strongly Collisional Regime:

Density evolution in the inertial layer is governed by the ExB convection and the ionization

source. Therefore, Eq. (21) simplifies to

(1-il]_a/m)ne = (m,e/OJ)_l_. (22)

Then, Eq. (20) becomes a Weber equation for _ with a solution which decays for large O and
CP

Im to >0,
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= yl/2 K_/n(y2/2), (23)

Q

where y = CyO, Cy = [iTI(VA/qR) -2 t.o(to-i[3n) (to,e-O+i_n)-l] TM

and K1/4is the modified Bessel function. Finally, matching the small-O asymptotic behavior

of Eq. (23) to Eq. (19), we obtain

(oy-_,e)4(oy--i_n)to = i "NKR5(to-_,e--i_n), (24)

where "_KR = (F(1/4)roA'/4r_2F(3/4)NqS)4/Sr13/5(VA/qR) -2/5.

When 13n is ignorable, Eq. (24) reduces to the results of Ref. 5. We also note that the

ionization effect is relevant only in the drift-tearing limit. If co >> to*e, we recover the

classical tearing mode dispersion relation of Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth. 3 Low-N linear
!
| tearing modes in the present day tokamak edge are mostly in the drift tearing regime, where to

s = co,e >> y. First, treating 13n term perturbatively, we obtain!

co_-tO,e + i(.NKR5/O.),e2)1/3{l_i_n(O)_X0,e)-I }1/3

= CO,e + i(_.KR5/to, e2)l/3 {1_i2/3_n (._:KR5/t.0,e2)-I/3 }1/3 (25)

which indicates that 13n reduces the growth rate of the strongly collisional drift-tearing mode.

This perturbative treatment requires "NKR5/3 >> Co,e2/313n as well as co, e >> _ >> _n.

Simple inspection of Eq. (24) shows that the drift-tearing mode is completely stabilized for A'

< AC1, where AC1 is given below. Writing to = tO,e+ _it.o and separating the real and
q

imaginary parts of Eq. (24), we obtain at the marginal stability,



lt

= I/2 CO,e}/2, (26)&o {(co,e2-413n2) -

and •

_co2_n3 = YF_R5. (27)

From the def'mition of 7FKRwe obtain the linear threshold value of A',

roAC1= (4g2F(3/4)NqS/I"( 1/4))(E3n/rl)3/4(_°qR/VA) 1/2. (28)

We note that this threshold value is extremely small since 8(o _=-lSn2/co,e . For typical present

day tokamak edge parameters, the sound wave effects produce a larger, therefore, more

relevant value of A' threshold. We derive that threshold in the presence of ionization and

charge exchange in the next section. In summary, the ionization has a stabilizing influence on

the strongly collisional drift-tearing modes in the absence of sound wave dynamics. The

physical reason is as follows. In the absence of sound wave dynamics, we can rearrange Eq.

(8), using Eqs. (6) and (7).

-{rls+i(PsVAkll)2/(oy"i[Sn)}V±2W

= (1-co,c/co)Etl+i{(co,c/co)(l-i[3n/co)-1-(co,c/co)}kHZ. (29)

In the strongly collisional regime, the radial dependence of the effective conductivity (the

second term on the left hand side) is negligible, and the mode width in radial direction is

determined by the condition EII--_0.Therefore, • is not ignorable throughout the mode width.

If _n---_O,the right hand side which characterizes the driving force to induce parallel perturbed

current is proportional to (1-co.e/co)E H.Integration of the parallel current in radial direction

10
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followed by matching to A', shows that t_ _.--ta, e must be satisfied.7 Now finite 13n breaks up

the near cancellation of the perturbed electric field and the pressure gradient along the magnetic

4 field, and gives stabilizing influence.

B. Semi-collisional Regime:

In this regime, 9s < AD is satisfied and the electrostatic effects can be ignored inside the

inertial layer, ne >>_ leads Eqs. (20) and (21) to

(VA/qR)2302n e - irl¢o02_ = 0, (30)

and

(1-i[3n/_)n e + boS202_ = 0. (31)

The well-behaved solution of Eqs. (30) and (31) is

ne = exp(-aO), (32)

where ct = [-i_(0>-il3n)/bo] lt2 (SVA/qR)-I.

= By matching the :,mall-O asymptotic behavior of Eq. (32) to Eq. (19), we obtain the dispersion

relation for the semi-collisional drift-tearing mode,
0
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(co--co,e)(Oy-il3n)1/2 = i3/4(psA'/2n2)'r1!!2VA/qR. (33) -

This again reduces to the results of Ref. 5 when 13n is ignorable. In the _,-ift-teering regime, co

---co*e >> 'Y, and the growth rate is given by

7 = (1-13n/2co*e) (PsA'/23/2n2)rl 1/2VA/to*el/2q R" (34)

This reduction of growth rate is relatively smaller than the reduction in the su'ongly collisional

regime. On the contrary to the strongly collisional regime, the radial mode width of the

semi-collisional drift-tearing mode is set by the radial dependence of the effective parallel

conductivity; i.e., the inverse of the coefficient of V.I.2_ on the left hand side of Eq. (29).

Within this current channel, small k, makes the electrostatic contribution to the parallel electric

field ignorable. Therefore, the aforementioned ionization modification of driving force does not

cause a significant change in the growth rate. Instead, the reduction of growth rate comes from

the 13n-dependence of the current channel width.

IV. Atomic Physics Effects on Ion Sound Wave Induced

Tearing Instability Threshold

In this section, we investigate the effects of ionization and charge exchange on the ion

sound wave induced tearing instability threshold. We note that the ion sound wave effects on

drift tearing modes have been studied by Bussac et al.17 numerically in the strongly collisional

regime and both analytically and numerically in the semi-collisional regime. Also extension to

toroidal geometry has been performed analytically. 19 We recall that the ion sound wave

12



dynamics has been ignored in the previous section by simplified treatments of the inertial layer

physics described by Eqs. (20) and (21). Here, the ion sound wave dynamics is included

( _rturbatively.

A. Strongly Coilisiona_ Regime:

The zero-rh order solution of the previous section satisfies Eq. (22); i.e., (1-i_n/co)neO =

(co,e/co)Oo. Then, by including the f'trst term of Eq. (21) perturbatively, we obtain from Eqs.

(20) and (21.),

(VA/qR)2002(ne 1.._ 1)_ irlo_)l = 0, (35)

and

ii (Cs/qR)2002ne°

----{ I+i(Tv+_n)/coto2{ (l-i_n/co)ne I - (c0,e/co -bo8202)O1 }. (36)

Elimination ofnelyields

(;"y2_ y2)O" = Ca0y2(y2(_) ' (37)

where cB = (Cs/VA)2(irl)lr2(VA/OXtR)(co,e/co)(1-i[3n/co)-ir2{l+i('tv+_n)/co}-I

- (co,e-tO+ilia)-3/2.The well-behavedsolutionofEq.(37)isgivenby

• O1 = _ylt2iI/4(y2/2)fydt tlt2K1/4(t2/2)CB0t2(t20°)



_yl/2 K1/4(y2/2)_y dt tl/211/4(t2/2)CBOt2(t20°), (38) •

lp

with _o given in Eq. (23).

The small-y asymptotic behavior is given by

dol =_-3_ 2-9/2F(3/4) cBY. (39)

Combining _1 and nel to the zero-th order solution, we obtain the small-_ asymptotic

behavior of ne--_.

ne--O = const [1 -{2F(3/4)/F(1/4) + 3x 2-9/2F(3/4) 2 CB}cyy]. (40)

Matching Eq. (40) to Eq. (19), we obtain

i roA'rl/2x2NqS (03-_, e) = [irI(VA/qR)-2 to(o_i[3n) (O),e"_+i[3n)-t] t/4

{2F(3/4)/F(1/4) + 3x 2-gt2F(3/4) 2 cB}. (41)

Here, the last term inside the parenthesis on the right hand side is the contribution from the ion

sound wave dynamics. The threshold for marginal stability is obtained by balancing this terra

against the left hand side of Eq. (40).

roA' = il/43x22-7/21"(3/4)2NqS(Cs/VA)2(VA/OXlR) 1/2(ox/'rl)l/4(t.o,e/t.o)(1-i13n/0))-I/4

{ l+i(Tv+_)/co}-1(l_to,e/m){ l_(to,e+i_n)/t.o}-7/4 (42)

In Eq. (42), the last two factors depend on A' through the dispersion relation given by Eq.

14
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(24). When yv,13n--->O, we obtain

' roABC = {3rt'42-3r21"(3/4)3/l"(1/4)],1/2NqS(Cs/VA)(to, e_)I/4. (43)

This analytical form,ala confirms the previous result in Ref. 17. There, dimensional analysis has

been used for scalings and the coefficient has been numerically computed. The right hand side

scales like TeT/4/Bt3/2 for fbted q and S. It has been reported in Ref. 20 that these scalings

compare favorably with L--->Htransition data 2 from DIII-D if the stabilization of the drift

tearing mode is related to the transition.

Now, in the presence of atomic physics effects, Eq. (42) with Eq. (25) yields,

AC2 = (1+ _nt.0,e2/3/2"_td_,5/3) ABC, (44)

I,

where TFKRis evaluated at A' = AB, and to. e >> TFKR>> I_a,Tv has been assumed. This is

in qualitative agreement with the experimental trend observed in TFTR that the gas puff makes

super shot to H-mode transition easier. 21 This threshold AC2 which increases with 13n is

typically much larger than ACl in Eq. (28), and thus, more relevant.

B. Semi-Collisional Regime:

In the semi-collisional regime, the ion sound wave stabilization effects come from the deviation
_..

of the electron density response from the Boltzmann relation. I9 If the electron density response

• is Boltzmann, Eq. (21) becomes

' = { iK2+ r402/4),p, (44)

15



where ,: = (-ico)l/2[4boS2q2R2{ 1+i(Yv+_n)/C.o}/Cs2]1/4, and

"' 1/2S The solution is a •8 =-i (oxtR/Cs){ l+i(Yv+[3n)/co}l/2{ 1-(CO,e+i[_n)/COlOo- -1. given by

Parabolic Cylinder function, 22

= U(8,_¢0). (45)

Now, the deviation from the Boltzmann relation nN = ne---Ocan be perturbatively calculated

from Eq. (20),

(VA/qR)2002 nN - i_coO2 U(5,nO) = 0, (46)

,_: _ ,>

integrating twice, we obtain

nN = i_ca(VA/qR)-2fodt t2(t -O)U(8,g:O). (47)

Adding nN to Eq. (31) and matching the small-O asymptotic behavior to Eq. (16), we obtain

the following dispersion relation which includes the sound wave contribution alongside the

atomic physics effects. We note that the Boltzmann response does not contribute to the

asymptotic matching.

roA'/2x2NqS(o-tO, e) = [rl(oy-'i[3n)/bo]lt2qR/SVA - iTlOKVA/qR)-2(0y"t0*e)-1 12' (48)

where 12 - Iodt t2U(8,K:t)/U(8,o). Thus, the threshold of the semi-collisional drift-tearing

mode is given by

t
!!
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u

roAsc =-2x2NqS (VA/qR)-2a_,e 2 12. (49)

For 8 --, O, then F--_t.(49) becomes

roAC3={x2r'(3/4)/2r'(1/4) }{1-3(Tv+[_n)/Oo,e}(qR/SLa) 1/2(Cs/VA)2 ro/Ps. (50)

In the absence of atomic physics effects, we recover the result of Ref. 17. This stabilizing

effect persists in a toroidal geometry with good average curvature. Eq. (50) scales like Tc/Br2.

Both Tv and Iin lower the threshold, since both the ionization and charge exchange exert drag

on the ion motion along the magnetic field line, the stabilizing influence of ion sound wave

propagation becomes less effective. In the other asymptotic limit ( 8 >> 1), Eq. (49) becomes

t_

roAC4=21/2(t0,e/_n) 3/2 (CsRo,eqR)3/2. (51)

Thus, the decrease of ACcontinues as _ is increased to a larger value exceeding

b01/2S Cs/qR.

i IV. Summary

i The effects of sound wave dynamics, ionization, and charge exchange on the

. drift-tearing modes are investigated in this paper. The drift-tearing mode dispersion relations

are derived analytically for both strongly collisional regime and semi-collisional regime. In the
,@

strongly collisional regime, ionization reduces the effective force to drive the parallel current by



thefollowingformula,

Feff= (1--¢.0,c/O_)Eti+i{(c0,c/co)(1-i[3n/co)-l---(co,c/co)}kli@. "

Consequently,itraisestheinstabilitythresholdABC duetosoundwaveby,

Ac2= (I+ [_n_,e2/3/27FKR5/3)ABC.

Thisstabilizinginfluencepersistswhenthisthresholdisexceeded,andthelineargrowthrateis

reducedbythesameorderasshowninF-xl.(25).Th_effectofchargeexchangeissmall.

Inthesemi-collisionalrcgimc,theradialmode widthofthedrift-tearingmode issetby

theradiallydependentcffcctiveparallelconductivity.Withinthiscurrentchannnel,smallk11

makestheelectrostaticcontributiontotheparallelelectricfieldignorableandthemodecharacter

ispredominantlyelectromagnetic.Therefore,theaforementionedionizationmodificationof

drivingforcedoesnotcauseasignificantchangeinthegrowthram.Instead,thereductionof

growthratecomesfromthe[3n-dependenceofthecurrentchannelwidthasshowninEq.(34).

Boththeionizationandchargeexchangeexertdragontheionmotionalongthemagneticfield

line,andthestabilizinginfluenceofionsoundwavepropagationbecomeslesseffective.The

instabilitythresholdABS duetosoundwaveisreducedby,

AC3= (l-3(Yv+[3n)/Co,e)ABS.Thistrendof thethresholdreductioncontinuesas[3n is

increasedtoa largervalueexceedingboI/2SCs/qRasshowninEq.(51).
|
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